
All Vegas Slots:
9 Unique Games
Win up to 63,000,000!

Get the Vegas thrill anywhere, any time with the thrilling free-to-play All Vegas Slots!

Play a selection of unique themed games from the start, each with plenty of ways to win big 
thanks to free spins, respins, wild multipliers, nudges and much more! Win stunning amounts of 
up to 63,000,000!

Join the cowardly lion and nudge your way to riches in Wizard of Oz. Turn up the heat for red hot 
free spins and wild wins in Fiery Wilds. Catch the lucky Leprechaun and discover Rainbow Gold. Get 
down and win big with Groovy Sevens. Get sweet satisfaction in Sugar Spin. Start spinning and get 
winning in Respin Till You Win. Let Fifty Stars light up your life. Explore the Diamond Mine and 
find those gems. Discover massive multipliers in Twelve Pay Sevens!

Start with your 500 Welcome Bonus, get an extra boost every day with the Daily Prize Wheel and 
get another 100 coins every hour to keep those reels spinning!

Level up for even more rewards and bigger max bet. Bet more to level up faster! Top up your credit 
from as little as $0.99!

Play as a guest or log in with Facebook and compete in 5 minute tournaments with friends from all 
over the world. Finish in the top 3 to win prizes!

Features:

Download and Play All Vegas Slots for free now!

500 Welcome Bonus to get you started-
Daily Prize Wheel for an extra boost every day-
100 Bonus Every Hour to keep those slots spinning!-
Unique and Exciting Slots, each with its own thrilling theme and features-
Level Up Rewards and Increased Max Bet. Bet more to level up faster!-
5 Minute Tournaments, 3 Places Paid-
Play as guest or log in with Facebook and compete with friends from around the world!-
Buy credit from as little as $0.99!-


